FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Alpha II to Provide Claim Scrubbing and Medical Necessity Services to UAE-Based Manteq
Relationship Furthers Alpha II’s Efforts to Validate Claims
and Improve Clinical Accuracy for Healthcare Providers Internationally
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. – August 21, 2018 – Alpha II, LLC, a leading developer of software-as-a-service (SaaS)
solutions that support healthcare reimbursement, today announced its relationship with Manteq
Systems & Information Technology, LLC in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Through the terms of the
agreement, Alpha II will integrate ClaimStaker™ web-based, claim scrubbing and medical necessity
solution with Manteq’s Clemittance RCM offering. The move will enable Manteq’s hospital and health
system clients to validate claims for medical necessity and clinical accuracy against thousands of
procedure and diagnosis coding combinations.
“We’re proud to integrate ClaimStaker’s comprehensive solution with Clemittance RCM, providing
enhanced medical necessity precision to Manteq’s extensive customer base,” said Timothy Mills, Chief
Growth Officer, Alpha II. “For more than 35 years, Alpha II has been on the forefront of healthcare rules
and regulations, and the Manteq partnership will be invaluable as we extend the reach of our services
and medical expertise internationally.”
Alpha II provides medical necessity edits based on the CMS national coverage determination (NCD)
policies as well as every Medicare Administrative Contractors’ local coverage determination (LCD)
policies. Alpha II has also developed proprietary data for procedure codes, defining the diagnoses that
are considered clinically defensible in support of the specific procedures. This combination of the NCD,
LCD and proprietary determinations make Alpha II’s continually updated medical necessity content the
most complete in the industry.
Wajih Ismail, Managing Partner of Manteq added, “At Manteq, we’ve always been committed to
providing the highest quality software and services to our healthcare customers, while demonstrating a
level of value that they cannot find anywhere else. Alpha II’s ClaimStaker solution allows us to provide
that value through exceptional claim accuracy, comprehensive medical necessity edits, and increased
clinical efficiency throughout the revenue cycle.”
Manteq’s Clemittance RCM is an end-to-end solution for healthcare facilities and service providers to
streamline and manage their revenue cycle. Clemittance plays a substantial role in this cycle by offering
different integrated components that cover all segments of the revenue cycle workflow such as medical
coding, claiming, submission management, payment reconciliation and remittance processing, data
validation and medical necessity checks. These segments can be visualized using a smart BI engine
designed primarily for the healthcare industry needs.

About Alpha II
Through its software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions, Alpha II supports coding, compliance, claims editing,
value-based quality reporting and revenue analysis for healthcare professionals, clearinghouses and
government entities – both directly and through software developers. The company’s toolsets, data
content and rules engines currently plug and play with electronic health record, practice management
and hospital information systems to help their customers comply with the latest policies, standards and
directives.
Additional information can be found by visiting www.alphaii.com, Twitter and LinkedIn.
About Manteq
Manteq Systems & Information Technology, LLC is a member of a group of companies working in the IT
ﬁeld that specializes in providing solutions that serve healthcare industry. The company’s clients enjoy
its highly acclaimed applications that utilize the most futuristic technologies and platforms. Manteq’s
products and solutions integrate with a broad range of systems and applications.
Additional information can be found on the Manteq website, Facebook and LinkedIn.
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